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What’s on the horizon for !
sustainable business?!



Key points!

1. Overall, global society is in a fragile situation, with global governance stuttering 
and economic recovery at risk. Despite US-China agreement on climate change, 
generally government is not stepping up. Businesses are under greater pressure.!

!
2. We can see a number of emerging solutions, such as the circular economy, the !
sharing economy and the bio-economy plus renewables and Internet of Things. !
Each individually is interesting; how they can intersect makes for exciting 
opportunities.!
!

3. We believe that, for business to take the opportunity, there is a need to both:!
i.  Shape the context, so these solutions can scale or replace the incumbent,!
ii. Innovate to win along that path.!
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!
Increasing inequality of income and assets in most 
countries, leading to increased debate in 2014 about 
the structual reasons for inequality.!
!
The feeling of being left behind contributing to the !
rise of nationalist parties across Europe.!
!
66% of survey respondents saw this issue increasing in 
impact over the next two years.!
!

Rising inequality is creating tension in societies, !
will need business response!

In the short-term, how can business engage 
with this issue to avoid being attacked as a 
driver of inequality?!

In the medium-term, how can businesses 
address the risk that ever-growing inequality 
undermines market-based democracy?!

Could the best way to keep Britain in Europe be 
to reverse inequality trends?!

 !



From radical transparency to ultra-transparency !
– an intensifying trend!

!
85% of respondents in our survey thought that 
the impact on the sustainable business agenda 
would increase in the next two years. This was 
the second highest proportion across the 
survey.!
!

!
Rapid development of supply chain 
transparency and other monitoring technology 
for citizens, including networked sensors 
(Internet of Things) and satellites. !
!
Complex global supply chains !
!

!
How can businesses make the inevitability of 
ultra-transparency a source of strength and 
competitive advantage?!
!



Could more trade move off global commodity markets?!

!
Almost half of survey respondents said there 
would be a strong or weak shift away from 
commodity markets.!
!

!
“What’s surprising in the last year or two is that 
the same pattern has emerged in every sector 
for all kinds of materials. From rare earths all the 
way to the construction sector saying you can’t 
buy certain things on the open market.”!
!
Over-the-counter trade of raw materials could 
increase where control and traceability are 
crucial!
!

!
How can businesses avoid putting a one-way 
bet on global communities markets always 
having fluidity?!
!



Intensifying pressure from NGO campaigns!

!
In our survey, 79% thought that the impact of 
NGO campaigns on the sustainable 
business agenda would increase in the next 
two years, with almost 30% saying it would 
increase a lot.!
!

!
High profile brands are being targeted more!
!
Campaigns focus on single issues!
!
Campaigns use social media very effectively!
!

!
How can change agents in major businesses 
use this volatile pressure for greater change?!
!



Low expectations of global governance!

!
Over 70% of respondents had little or very little 
confidence in the ability of global institutions to 
reach agreements and implement them.!
!

!
2015 a big year for global governance, with 
COP21 in Paris, and the SDGs.!
!
Few experts have hope of significant 
agreements.!
!
There are signals that China may adopt a 
leadership position at COP21.!
!

!
How can business leaders keep acting for 
sustainabilty without enabling global 
governance?!
!
How can business surf (and create) the wave of 
civil society interest?!
!



Will there be another financial crash?!

!
Our survey respondents were split on this, with 
40% thinking a repeat crash likely in the next 
three years, and 30% thinking it unlikely.!
!

!
Eurozone not out of trouble yet, with France, 
Italy and others still struggling.!
!
The hoped-for growth from BRIC nations has 
been lower than expected. China has signs of 
asset and credit bubbles.!

!

!
How can business build a long-term 
perspective and act on it to reduce the 
likelihood of a repeat crash?!
!
How can business prepare strategies for the 
‘windows of opportunity’ ‘this could bring?!
!



The sharing economy: mainstreaming, !
but could there also be a backlash?!

!
   42% of our survey respondents thought !
   that this issue would stay around the same !
   level of importance for the sustainable !
   business agenda. 39% thought it would !
   increase in impact and only 8% thought !
   the impact would decline.!
!

!
“A generation is growing up now that’s more 
relaxed about sharing and more sensitive to 
cost.”!
!
Incumbents are trying to fight back, often using 
regulations designed for their business models!

!

!
How can business help shape the sharing 
economy to ensure it is sustainable?!
!



Unstoppable momentum for renewable energy!

!
   Most of our respondents (drawn from   !
   sustainability backgrounds) agreed that !
   the growth of renewable energy now has !
   unstoppable momentum (more than 60% !
   with less than 20% disagreeing)!
!

!
Many renewable energy technologies are price 
competitive and deployed at some scale (74% 
of Germany’s energy one day in May 2014). The 
signs point to going through a tipping point.!
!

!
How can leading businesses surf !
this wave harder?!
!

Source!



Redefining shareholder value towards stewardship?!

!
     Just over half of survey respondents felt       !
     that the shift towards stewardship would !
     become “a little more important over the !
     next two years.”!
!

!
There are some heroic CEOs swimming against 
the tide on shareholder value. Greater 
momentum is with new legal forms that try to 
avoid being trapped that way: B-Corporations; 
co-operatives; impact investors; social 
entrepeneurs; and others.!

“If you want me to do things only for ROI reasons, !
you should get out of this stock.” !
!
Tim Cook, Apple CEO, when asked whether climate !
change investments were undermining shareholder value!

!
How can businesses engage with investors to 
support pro-sustainability investments?!
!



The bio-economy revolution begins to bite !

!
Our meaning here: all economic activity derived 
from understanding mechanisms and 
processes at the genetic and molecular levels 
and then applying that to industrial processes. !
!
Already large, and being accelerated by:!
-  Pull of high commodity prices!
-  Push of new, cheaper technologies!

!

!
Almost three-quarters of our survey   
respondents agree that the impact of the bio-
economy on sustainable business will increase 
in the next two years.!

!
How will businesses (and others) create the 
political space to explore these emerging 
technologies, and make sure we use them well?!
!



Intelligent homes could transform home-life!

!
Internet of things +!

New smart materials +!
Smart appliances +!

Retail-scale ‘product-service systems’ +!
Business push for behaviour change!

= Transforming home-life!
!

!
Two-thirds of survey respondents thought the 
impact of this on the sustainable business 
agenda would increase in the next two years.!
!

!
How can we use the ‘internet of things’ as an 
opportunity to drive sustainability, and act on 
those insights?!
!



Disruption as the circular economy gains momentum!

!
Circular Economy has been making headlines, 
not least thanks to Ellen MacArthur Foundation!
!
Evidence of investment and action too.!

!

  !
  Survey respondents were split down the   !
  middle on this issue: roughly half thought !
  that the circular economy would disrupt !
  ‘conventional business’ over the next two !
  years, and half thought it would not.!
!

!
How can companies disrupt their current supply 
chain and create a new value network?!
!
How can companies identify the ‘bridgehead 
markets’ to start with?!
!



Collaboration is the new black (again)!

!
Almost 90% of respondents thought the 
tendency to collaborate would have an 
increasing impact over the next two years.!
!

!
The amount of collaboration is increasing, as is the 
‘buzz’!
!
We expect:!
-  Greater awareness of different forms of collaboration, 

and when best to apply them. !
-  A certain ‘collaboration fatigue’, especially if large 

pre-competitive collaboration efforts get bogged 
down. !

-  Leading companies to become frustrated with some, 
and form smaller ‘vanguard’ groups that try to 
increase the pace.!

!

!
How can businesses make the inevitability of 
ultra-transparency a source of strength and 
competitive advantage?!

!

The Beauty and Personal Care Products Sustainability Summit – 
an unprecedented and cross-sector summit convened by Forum 
and co-hosted by retail giants Target and Walmart
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3. We believe that, for business to take the opportunity, there is a need to both:!
i.  Shape the context, so these solutions can scale or replace the incumbent,!
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!
Innovate to win !

on that path!

Shape the 
context  

so we are all on 
the path to a 

brighter future !

Therefore:!
Q1.  What would help you shape your context, for 
instance taking the rest of your sector forward on 
sustainability issues?!
Q2.  What would help you equip your internal 
functions even better to find the successful, 
sustainable way forward for your business?!

For business to take the opportunity…!



Introducing the Futures Centre!
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The sustainability crisis is intensifying, change is accelerating and issues and solutions becoming !
more complex. More and more information is available online but there is too much noise.!
!
The Futures Centre curates the best data and analysis to cut through the noise and show the way 
forward, towards sustainability.!
!
It will reach out to a global sustainability audience to show change in context and shed light !
on complex issues.!
!
It will show where and how different systems are !
Becoming ripe for change, and direct users to where !
action can have the most impact.!
!

The Future Centre builds on !
Forum for the Future’s decade !
of Futures research and !
18 years of Green Futures !
journalism and makes them !
available to a wider !
audience, to increase !
both reach and impact.!



!
     The Futures Centre consists of 4 !
     elements:!
!
1.    An online platform featuring up-to-date   !
      trends data, weak signals and insight, !
      reports and debate.!

2.  Online topic hubs for live issues, !
      specific sectors or communitities of    !
      interest.!
!
3.  A yearly collectable publication, the    

Green Futures Compendium.!
!
4.  Back-office systems and research    

capacity to enable the platform and 
Compendium.!

!


